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6,423
That’s the number of anti-2SLGBTQI protests and instances  
of online hate we’ve tracked in Canada. And that’s just from 
the first three months of this year. If we included every act 
of violence, every unreported threat, and every attack on 
our right to exist—there wouldn’t be any flag left. 

There’s a rising tide of hate in this country that can no longer  
be ignored. So, we’re calling on you, as leaders and decision 
makers, to act now. 

In the following pages, you’ll find just some of these 6,423  
attacks, bound together by the threads from the pride flag  
they aimed to destroy. Hate wants to pull us apart, but we 
won’t let them unravel our pride.

Protest data sourced from Armed 
Conflict Location & Event Data Project 
(ACLED); www.acleddata.com. 

Pride 
Unravelled

Social data from January–March 2023 
collected using social listening platform 
Infegy Atlas, [April 10, 2023].

Documented Incidents 
January 1 to March 31, 2023
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Incident number

0001
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Attack
Place: Toronto, ON

A hate-motivated attack occurred at Toronto’s Islington 
Subway Station. A passenger was trying to board the 
train when they were approached by a stranger yelling 
anti-2SLGBTQI remarks. The victim was then physically 
assaulted and suffered a serious leg injury.
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Incident number

0512
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @savyrecords: I can’t even deal 
with all the perverted “drag show” 
videos in front of children. Like WTF 
is wrong with society? First you line 
kids up for medical experiments now 
you get some gross groomer grinding 
for 5 year olds? 😭 Anyone who allows 
this is a sick sick fuck. Yeah I said it.

Incident number

0557
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @againstgrmrs: But sure, drag 
isn’t sexual 🙃 Keep these groomer 
clowns away from children!! @nypost

Incident number

0603
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @FuckTrudy: I don’t know who 
needs to hear this but taking a child to 
a drag show doesn’t make you “cool” 
or “hip” it makes you a groomer.

Incident number

0725
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @thevivafrei: Anyone pretending 
that drag shows are not sexual by 
nature and history, is simply a liar. 
And anybody lying about the nature 
and history of drag shows while 
trying to normalize them for children 
is a groomer.

 

Incident number

0763
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @untoAugustus: SHUT DOWN 
PEDOS Closing down Drag Queen 
pedophile hour.

Incident number

0850
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Grooming fucking fags and groomers 
need put in the wood chipper

Incident number

0913
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

While the cults of split personalities 
and drag queen gangs attacking our 
people… Canada’s government doubles 
down to eradicate its people.

Incident number

0984
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @MattWalshBlog: The pride flag 
was invented by a far left gay activist 
and drag queen at the behest of 
Harvey Milk. It never represented a 
people or a community but rather a 
political agenda. Which is one of the 
many reasons why no government 
agency or institution should be 
allowed to fly it.

Incident number

1006
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Liberals did this. Ban children’s 
groomer drag show sex performance.

Incident number

1058
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @RealCandaceO: Gay man wakes 
up—says he no longer wants to be a 
part of the LGBTQ community. He is 
still gay but now sees the evil we are 
fighting which is dressed up as love 
and acceptance. Gays and lesbians will 
have to join us in this fight against 
transgenderism and pedophilia.

Incident number

1096
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @jordanbpeterson: The queer 
alliance will inevitably wash up and 
fragment itself on the rocks of the 
trans social contagion. Why? Almost 
all the kids “transitioning” hormonally 
and surgically are gay. This doesn’t 
look like a good deal for the “gay 
community.” @barbararkay.

Incident number

1102
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @MsBlaireWhite: Taking kids to a 
drag show to teach them to respect 
gay people is the equivalent of taking 
them to a strip club to respect 
women.

Incident number

1143
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @BaxterzBakery: @_fabeany_ 
LGBTQ Lake is where all the freaking 
frogs are turning gay.
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Incident number

0023
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Calgary, AB

Protesters held a public rally outside 
the Country Hills Library in Calgary 
to protest against a Drag Storytime 
event. Protesters clashed with pro-
2SLGBTQI supporters in attendance.

Incident number

0059
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Peterborough, ON

Protesters held a rally outside the 
Public Library in Peterborough to 
protest against a Drag Storytime 
event. Members of Hill City Baptist 
Church were present, along with  
white supremacist group the  
Canadian Nationalistic Front.

Incident number

0073
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Calgary, AB

Protesters held a rally outside the 
Signal Hill Library to protest against a 
Drag Storytime event. Police arrested 
two demonstrators, including a man 
who breached bail conditions in 
connection to a previous arrest for 
another anti-2SLGBTQI protest.

Incident number

0157
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @AcuitasA: Keep @JanisIrwin away 
from your children. NDP Groomer 
alert! Janis thinks children watching 
sexualized drag shows is ok for your 
toddlers and youth. Not ok Janis! - 
concerned parents of Alberta, and 
drag queen, Kitty Demure! 👇

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Incident number

0198
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Patty better make me some money 
today otherwise I’m gonna kill that fag 
brother of his

Incident number

0235
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @TimRunsHisMouth: Just a 
friendly reminder: Only a pedophile 
would want to put on a drag show  
for children.

Incident number

0312
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @uhler_jon: This is why sexually 
deviant men who wear women’s  
underwear and drag want into the  
private spaces of women and kids. 
This is a predator. This is a very 
dangerous pre-arrested perpetrator! 
14 yrs of professional work with sex 
offenders clearly reveals the dangers 
of this kind. @mizunokaren.

Incident number

0389
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Protesting within 100 meters of child 
groomer drag events is now a criminal 
act in Canada. There is no bottom.  
@therealkeean

Incident number

0412
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Fucking fags should receive death 
penalty

Incident number

0462
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @YankeeBishop: @AmericanCatMom 
Drag queen = pedophile

Incident number

0475
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @Barefoot__Bree: @DrLoupis  
@LA_Stoffel A drag Queen that does 
this in-front of children is a pedophile 
who is getting off on the fact there 
are children present, and nothing 
anyone says will convince me other-
wise. That is ADULT entertainment.
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Trannies, Fags, And general Beasts and Ghouls:
You will never be a woman, 
You will never be a man.
You cannot deceive me, I have eyes, and a human brain. 

If there is anything I can do to help you sub humans  
reach that 50% attempted [suicide] rate, let me know.

https://www.homedepot.com/p/Everbilt-3-4-in-x-150-ft- 
Manila-Twist-Rope-Natural-72660/206094559

I saved you the effort of a google search.

1187
Incident number

Type: Email
Place: Canada
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Incident number

1215
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @QueenMaureenGC: 
@egalecanada @FaeJohnstone 
@Hersheys You know there’s Trans-
gender Day in �  right? And Gay Pride 
Day. There’s Pronoun Day & Drag Day 
& Non-Binary Day. But there’s only  
1 day a year that Celebrates Women. 
Adult Human Females. You can shove 
this decision & ur 🤢 🍫 where the ☀  
don’t shine. #HersheysHateWomen

Incident number

1275
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @wopizza: My @amazon package 
just arrived to remind me that I’m a 
homophobic bigot if I don’t support 
drag queen story hours.

Incident number

1356
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Morden, MB

Protestors gathered outside the 
United Church Pembina Parish during 
a drag performance in order to op-
pose the event, and clashed with pro-
2SLGBTQI supporters in attendance.

Incident number

1485
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

i’ve been turned QUEER by the WOKE 
MOB

Incident number

1502
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @mrsunshinebaby: CBC Goes FULL 
WOKE With New Drag Queen TV Show 
involving CHILDREN! WTF is wrong 
with CBC. This needs to stop

Incident number

1584
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Why would there be a drag show 
before a hockey game? 😬 The NHL 
has pathetically gone woke. #LeaveS-
portsAlone #BoycottNHL @colos-
susPhD

Incident number

1606
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Ottawa, ON

Protesters held a rally outside the 
National Arts Centre to protest 
against a Drag Storytime event. Four 
protesters were arrested by police.

Incident number

1628
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Kelowna, BC

Protesters held a rally outside the 
Okanagan Regional Library to protest 
against a Drag Storytime event. 
Counter protesters and police were 
both present.

Incident number

1641
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

They do say better to ask for forgive-
ness than ask for permission... but 
of course that’s something the kiddo 
drag show groomer types would say 
so maybe it’s time to rethink that 
saying come to think if it.... @Kurt-
Ric60349242

Incident number

1752
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @againstgrmrs: It’s time to start 
calling drag queens who want an 
audience of children what they really 
are: GROOMER CLOWNS! 

Incident number

1786
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Canada

RT @ZchRay: The Trans/Queer com-
munity is more homophobic than the 
Westboro Baptist Church.

Incident number

1820
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @Nick_SaveCanada: I was attacked 
and arrested for sharing the gospel 
at a ‘Drag Story Hour’ in Ottawa. I 
will never bow to the woke mob, or 
their perverted agenda. Take back 
your liberties, protect your kids, and 
stand for truth. #gospel #savecanada 
#polatics #ottpoly #freedom

Incident number

1864
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @jsmith46751: Go woke. Go 
broke. Keep up with the drag shows, 
persecuting parents, and pushing 
pedophilia.

Incident number

1925
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @simplegbemi: LGBTQ people 
adopting children is funny to me 
tbh, if everyone in the world was gay 
whose child would you have adopted?

1205
Incident number

Sick of the alphabet people thinking you can make people 
respect you all. I feel we Canadians should ban together and 
censor you child groomers. SICK OF YOUR BULLSHIT.

Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
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Incident number

1953
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Go fuck yourselves your [sic] a disgusting disturbing group 
and honestly need your heads checked just because you feel 
that way doesn’t give you the right to bother other especially 
kids for example my son believes in dragons but you’d be full 
well ok for him to think he’s a girl. 

Your [sic] fucked and lost in your thoughts. You want rights 
guess what you have them your [sic] only getting push back 
because you’ve gone to [sic] far and the push is only beginning! 

Get fucked and just go away!
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Incident number

2034
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Gay groomers are the ones hurting 
our children vile sicko.

Incident number

2155
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @CrockdadCO: @doc_singing Why 
does LGBTQ needs sexual fetishes on 
public display for the world to see, 
particularly kids? Using a teddy bear 
(pedo?) imagery to push a ‘no bound-
aries’ BDSM agenda is Fking gross. 
Anyone who believes in marketing 
their bedroom kink to kids is 💯 Grade 
A Child Groomer.

Incident number

2299
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @DillyHussain88: Lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, trans and queer advocates 
— leave Muslim children alone. Go and 
confuse your own children, but leave 
ours alone! We will *forever* teach 
our children that your sexual lifestyle 
choice is a major sin, inc opposite 
gender relationships outside of 
marriage.

Incident number

3056
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

They’re deconstructing childhood 
innocence in order to “queer” little 
boys and girls. Have you reached your 
woke breaking point yet? 
@nua_peasant

Incident number

3287
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @EmeraldRobinson: How did the 
entire NHL turn into one big fat drag 
queen screaming hysterically at a 
Gay Pride parade just because one 
Christian man declined to join the 
rainbow mafia? 

Incident number

3384
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @duke_dutchy: chuds on the 
internet: A DRAG SHOW??? in MY 
NHL??? disgusting. get this gay woke 
stuff out of my hockey the hockey:

Incident number

3477
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @gddub: 16 year old Christians 
were arrested for protesting a Drag 
Time Story hour today. The Ottawa 
Police are now enforcing the Gay 
World Order.

Incident number

3542
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @mattxiv: “drag queens and gay 
teachers are grooming kids”

Incident number

3601
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @FrankBullitts: Every time my son 
finds a show he likes, they flip the 
script & throw in the gay and queer 
stuff to normalize it. I don’t care if I 
get called a racist homophobic boom-
er or any other empty words. I won’t 
let sin be normalized & will speak out 
against evil as I see it.

Incident number

3658
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Here’s a triggered little lefty. He calls 
me a closet case, yet this guy is on 
the side of the school board and is in 
favor of drag queens reading books 
to minors because he cant control or 
resist his sexual deviant and predator 
behavior. You sir can go straight back 
in the closet

Incident number

3746
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Don’t hold back. Inform any adult who 
organizes or participates in a Drag 
Queen event for children that they 
are being used as a useful idiot OR 
they are themselves a depraved child 
predator. @ewansomerville
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Incident number

3812
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Woodstock, ON

Protesters held a rally outside the 
Public Library in Woodstock to 
protest against a Drag Storytime 
event. Protesters clashed with pro-
2SLGBTQI supporters in attendance.

Incident number

3885
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Simcoe, ON

Protesters held a rally outside a 
clothing store in Simcoe to protest 
against a Drag Storytime event. Pro-
testers clashed with pro-2SLGBTQI 
supporters in attendance.

Incident number

4016
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Moncton, NB

Protesters held a rally outside the 
Public Library in Moncton to protest 
against a Drag Storytime event. They 
clashed with pro-2SLGBTQI support-
ers in attendance.

Incident number

4152
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Calgary, AB

Protesters held a rally outside the 
Calgary Public Library to protest 
against a Drag Storytime event. In 
total, around 250 people gathered at 
the protest and counter-demonstra-
tion. The police were present.

Incident number

4277
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @GAG_Illinois: Rebutting 
@Scott_Wiener: Drag is an overtly 
sexual performance that belongs in 
18+ night clubs, the “trans kid” is a 
myth, removing porn and propaganda 
from schools isn’t “book banning,” 
and stopping adults from discussing 
sex with kids isn’t “thought policing.” 
You GROOMER. @Scott_Wiener

Incident number

4308
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Children in no way should be at-
tending drag shows. He peacefully 
protested this and now they want 
to arrest him. Any grown adult who 
believes it’s in any way ok for a child 
to be present at a drag show is a 
GROOMER!! @gurl1975

Incident number

4361
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Calgary, AB

Protesters held a rally outside City 
Hall in support of a man facing 
criminal charges stemming from an 
incident where he interrupted a Drag 
Storytime event. Dozens of police 
were there to prevent violence.

Incident number

5002
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Nanaimo, BC

Anti-2SLGBTQI protestors gathered 
at Maffeo Sutton Park in Nanaimo 
to demand safety changes following 
the Nanaimo Aquatic Centre inci-
dent. Demonstrators claimed that a 
transgender individual was peeping at 
a child in changing rooms.

Incident number

5015
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Sault Ste. Marie, ON

Protesters held a rally outside the 
Sault Ste. Marie Public Library to 
protest against a Drag Storytime 
event, where they clashed with pro-
2SLGBTQI supporters.

Incident number

5124
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Peterborough, ON

Protesters held a rally outside the 
Peterborough Public Library to pro-
test against a Drag Storytime event. 
Hill City Baptist Church organized the 
protest, and police were present.

Incident number

5269
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Calgary, AB

Protesters held a rally outside a 
venue to protest against a Drag Sto-
rytime event. Counter-demonstrators 
and police were also present.

Incident number

5374
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Sarnia, ON

Protesters held a rally outside a local 
bookstore to protest against a Drag 
Storytime event. Counter-demon-
strators and police were also present.

Incident number

5403
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @BillboardChris: Dylan Mulvaney 
has the same effect as drag queen 
story hour. They’re both an initiation 
into queer theory for children. They 
introduce kids to the idea you can 
change sex. You can’t effectively try 
to fight child transition and support 
that man. He’s an ideological groomer. 
@buttonslives

Protesters held a rally outside the Coquitlam Public Library  
to demonstrate against a Drag Storytime event, where they  
engaged with and physically assaulted counter-demonstrators.  

Dozens of police were present.

5487
Incident number

Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Coquitlam, BC
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Incident number

5516
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @Internet_TLCM: The last time I read the Bible,  
it didn’t say that Jesus was a queer pervert who  
danced almost naked in a erotic way, in front of  
little children. 

So no, you can eat shit, groomer...
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Fuck you gay people are gross and fucking discussing [sic].  
Only two genders you aid infested fucks.

5614
Incident number

Type: Email
Place: Canada
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There are 1+1 genders.  
You can be gay or straight.  
No more, no less.  
Mental illness runs deep in your community.

5684
Incident number

Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
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Incident number

5725
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Protest
Place: Calgary, AB

Protesters gathered outside and then entered Seton Public 
Library to protest a Drag Storytime event. Demonstrators 
shouted homophobic slurs at attendees. Police removed the 
protestors, charging one offender with mischief, harassment, 
and causing a disturbance.
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Incident number

5812
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

You guys are EVIL incarnated and the forces  
of GOD and Good will destroy you. You will be  
remembered as a dark time in our history.  
You will be forgotten eventually.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Incident number

5822
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Stop calling them drag queens.  
Call them groomer clowns if they 
perform in front of children.

Incident number

5945
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Hahahah what a joke… get rid of those 
child grooming gay channels too.

Incident number

5968
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @ProudElephantUS:  
WOKE FAILURE: Silicon Valley Bank 
invested In LGBTQ programs months 
before their collapse. No wonder  
they went out of business.

Incident number

6002
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @ValValpuriam:  
Woke CPC fanboy cucks like this help 
ensure the CPC will never EVER see 
another vote from me in my lifetime. 
Uniparty drag queen enthusiasts.  
@numbern57323948.

Incident number

6012
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @LaNativePatriot: There’s a lot of 
social pressure these days to sup-
port the newest trend. Whether it be 
Ukraine, trannies, guns are bad, drag 
shows for kids, or saying the economy 
is doing good. Well…. I’ll tell you what. 
It doesn’t matter how many people 
conform to this woke ideology, I,…

Incident number

6027
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

Now they got ya’s singing. Homo 
Homo on the range. Where the 
Queers and the Drag Queens play... 
lmfao! Woke is dead!

Incident number

6081
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @BonGirl07: No raises until the 
woke, gender identity, CRT, drag 
queen loving teachers are fired and 
never teach again #protectourchildren 
#noindoctrination @potus
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If Christian values are being removed from Kindergarten  
curriculum and replaced with Drag queen/Woke values to  
promote “Inclusivity”, then why not bestiality hour, Sharia  
law (or was 👉😷 that?), KKK hour, etc. also? 

Inclusivity right? What a sick joke the 🌎 has become!👎

6103
Incident number

Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada
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Incident number

6125
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

It’s amazing how quick the woke will 
call someone a Nazi, but how much 
they struggle calling a man dressing 
in drag around children a ghoulish 
pedophile #NDP There are no Nazis at 
that table. Feel free to speak up and 
defend your members @CPC_HQ at 
any point... #PPC @artisteashlei

Incident number

6152
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @uscg_proud: We need to ac-
knowledge only 2 biological genders, 
male and female. Playing into the 
delusion by agreeing with them only 
makes us as delusional as they are. 
They need help not agreement. They 
need to leave kids alone. No more 
Pedophile drag shows for kids. Put 
them in jail.

Incident number

6200
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

You don’t see Christian Church 
going folks, going to shoot up drag 
clubs and gay bars. Who are the real 
intolerant evil scumbags? Those that 
target children! That includes all 
these pedophile transvestites! 
@PeterSweden7

Incident number

6244
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @00K00e00s00s00: @JanisIrwin 
@b5b1501c68e4460 Did you have a 
drag queen up on a table waving his 
dick in children’s faces? NDP love that 
shit. Full pedophile supporters!!!

Incident number

6321
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @ada_lluch: If you think children 
should be exposed to drag shows, you 
are a pedophile. If you think children 
should be taught masturbation in 
schools, you are a pedophile. If you 
think it’s okay to allow five year olds 
to change genders, you are a pedo-
phile.
 
Incident number

6384
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

RT @nonamenonmbrs: @troonytoons 
i put a lot of blame on all of this 
“gender homophobia queer groomer 
clusterfuck” on rupaul’s drag race. 
without that we wouldn’t have DQSH, 
you wouldn’t have kids doing drag, a 
lot less fetish shit out in public. i hope 
he’s happy for selling out the LGB for 
all those billions.

Incident number

6412
Type: Anti-2SLGBTQI Post
Place: Canada

If a person believes that children at-
tending drag groomer show is some-
how a net benefit to society, that 
grown men living out their fetishes by 
frolicking around in women’s panties 
for pre-pubescents somehow embeds 
tolerance, then we no longer any 
common ground to stand on.
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Don’t let them 
unravel our pride.


